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Subject: Re: Ms. Roya
To: Diana Prasad <dianaprasad@scon.edu.in>
Respected madam,
PFA the testimony sent by Ms Roya Nemati.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Dear Madam,
I am by names of Roya Nemati from Iran,a graduated student of B.Sc. Nursing from Scon, Batch
2015_2019.My journey has began from the day that I felt I should dedicate my love and human
kind to people in the world and I decided to pursing Nursing in India; but I knew gana have difficult
time because of my language problems and I was sure that I can make it with hard work. When I
joined scon, I felt that is easy for me because I met very friendly teachers and staff who gave me
hope. At first week of starting I lost my hope because I didn't have basic knowledge in English and I
had to start learning English like a schooler to be successful, understanding the syllables and
topics and specially my classmates 's hand writing so I put extra effort and I focused to reach my
goal so I reduced my sleeping hours and watching videos regarding topics which thought by
teachers and I repeatedly studied till I assured that I understood the topics and after that I
discussed with my classmates to make sure that i understood completely and I thought the same
topic to students who did not study,besides that I asked my teachers who are always open hearted
and patient to help me and i tried my best and with so many difficulties I have never gave up.
In second year I gained some confidence and I started receiving the highest Mark's in
presentations and assignments and some practical exams and many compliments about my
improvement and I passed 2nd year with distinction which I knew that I can make it and I started
extend my relationships with other international students and participated in various
workshops,conferences,events,functions and I improved my level of social relationships,
communication and learned many things from them and I gained extra confidence to participate
and absolutely recieved many awards in cultural, sports and many competitions like fashion show
and hair styling and won the title of miss Scon and... I participated in election and I won the title of
SNA secretary post and I used to give speech and stand for other students rights and make some
changes which I could use my previous knowledge in law.
In third year I wanted to achieve bigger awards and I tried my best to have a publication research in
the international medical journal and I recieved many awards in various fields and competitions in
international levels which I gained experiences and I tried different things and I tried to be student
leader and provide guidance for students like myself and I became a good example of excellent
student and best leader in Iranian student's Association and my college as well and my biggest
achievements which are priceless and valuable are: awarded for best national student and Special
student award from TNI (Trained Nurses Indian Association)which I felt all my hardworked paied
back.
In this journey I can't forget the big role of my Family, teachers,friends and classmates which are
always in my heart and my prayers as well.
Regards
Roya

